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ABSTRACT
This paper investigates methods for assessing IT induced
business transformations based on a quantitative empirical
Austrian study. We show that decision makers are gaining
more information about methods but are not equally
applying their knowledge in practice. We observed a
noticeable gap between levels of diffusion (known) and
infusion (used) of evaluation methods. There remains a clear
emphasis on tangible costs and benefits reflected by the
highlighted knowledge and application of financial methods.
Results would warrant renewed attention to the role of
organisational change in evaluation practice and
organisational learning in the context of analytical dynamic
IT capacities.
Keywords: Decision Making Methods; e-Business Value;
IT Evaluation; IT Justification; IT Projects
INTRODUCTION
Research has brought forward many different techniques,
methods and procedures to assist a decision maker facing a
complex decision scenario. This paper focuses on IT
evaluation methods used to assess e-Business projects,
which we broadly define as IT induced businesses
transformations delivered by introducing an information
system to support all or large parts of the business activities
[11]. We focus on ex-ante evaluations during the proposal
stage to support decision making and system justification
which usually are connected with high levels of intangibility
and subjectivity. Many of the IT evaluation problems
identified by Irani [24] are prevalent today, exacerbated yet
further by increasing IT expenditures [19] and associated
risks [1, 30]. Contemporary views state that organisational
managers as well as information systems (IS) professionals
need to recognise IT evaluation as one of the important
unresolved concerns in management [35]. Smithson and
Serafeimidis [48] state that the existing literature has
identified noticeable gaps between academic theories,
commercially available methodologies and actual evaluation
practice within organizations. Over the last decades we have
seen a constant development of evaluation models and tools
with the ultimate goal to increase decision making
satisfaction in organisations. A research agenda for decision
support systems consequently highlights the need for
explicit efforts to apply analytic models and methods [46].
Consequently, within this paper we seek to present a current
taxonomical account of decision making methods with the
aim to report whether or not evaluation methods are known
and also used. In other words we seek to explore the
knowledge existing in organisations about methods
(diffusion view) and the actual use of methods (infusion
view). Infusion therefore is an expression for the depth of
use and degree of usage of features provided [17], in this

case features provided by decision support methods or
methodologies. There is a difference between passive
knowledge, i.e. being aware of methods, and active
knowledge, actually using methods in practice. We need to
understand where we are with method related capacities in
organisations in order to increase the effectiveness of
decisions in practice. Depending on the current state we
could then either continue to improve methods or maybe
rather focus on learning, i.e. absorbing existing method
knowhow into practice, which would be a matter for
knowledge management in the context of organisational
learning theories. To answer these questions we conducted
an exploratory empirical survey in Austria based on
dominant methodological perspectives from IS literature.
Furthermore the paper defines and explains decision support
methods as a general concept. This is done by a theoretical
discussion of decision making taxonomies, considering the
number of decision makers, decision criteria and decisions
[50], the field of application [53], and taxonomies focusing
on classifications into classes of approaches such as
financial or multi-criteria [40, 41]. The next section presents
a brief review of literature offering method illustrations and
taxonomies supported by the Annexe with method
descriptions. This is followed by a concise presentation of
the research methodology and empirical results. Finally, a
discussion of the findings and conclusions are presented.
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
IT appraisal taxonomies and methods
Many different attempts have been made to develop
theoretical taxonomies of methods used in IT appraisals,
which essentially constitute different views on the wide field
of supporting methods and frameworks. The classification of
methods can be guided by the type of IT investment decision
and time of decision [39], type of evaluation support [9, 40,
53], purpose of evaluation, breadth of impact and evaluation
complexity [50], relevance to IT practice [32], and other
characteristics.
To get an idea of complexity decision support methods can
be divided along three criteria: the number of decision
makers; the number of decision criteria; and the number of
decisions needed Other approaches can use the input or
outcome of an evaluation process or the kind of support
given to classify methods [9]. Many similar but in detail
different taxonomies of this kind exist, such as a division of
decision support methods into the following top-level
classes: process models; choice models; information control
techniques; analysis and reasoning aids; representational
aids; and judgement refinement/amplification techniques.
Every class was further divided into different sub-categories
[53]. Another angle to view methods is their appropriateness
to IT evaluation practice [32]. The shortcomings of
traditional evaluation methods were criticised, which led to
new adjusted traditional evaluation methods, new evaluation
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techniques and mixed approaches deemed most needed to
satisfy IT evaluation needs. Probably one of the most
exhausting classifications presented methods as financial,
the multi-criteria, ratio approach and portfolio approaches
[40]. The financial category consists of traditional,
quantitative approaches such as discounted cash flow
calculations. Multi-criteria approaches cover methods that
are based on pre-defined, but not only quantitative criteria.
In an IT-context they are often strongly tailored to ITdecisions such as the Information Economics approach [36].
Ratio approaches are in this definition evaluation methods
based on ratios mostly related to key-figures of ITinvestments, e.g., IS-expenditures related to the total number
of employees. Portfolio methods support the mapping of
investment projects or already existing IT-services in a
graphical representation. This approach is usually used in
more strategic contexts. Another taxonomy aligns decision
support methods among distinguishable and less overlapping
groups while focusing on IT transformation projects [39].
Taxonomies may relate specifically to a certain evaluation
stage, e.g., to ex-ante or ex post evaluation. It is established
in literature that traditional appraisal techniques have
limitations in IT appraisals regardless of the evaluation stage
due to difficulties in quantifying relevant intangible benefits
of IT [e.g. 24]. Methods of more contemporary nature are
constantly brought forward but their consideration in
practice is questioned [32]. Of growing concern is not only
increasing evaluation complexity but also the problem of
selecting which method to use out of the vast array of
techniques [25]. Consequently, based on specific content,
content and processes [45, 49] prescriptive guidelines and
frameworks are appearing to guide the process of investment
appraisals b, to develop a selection of appraisal methods
within taxonomies and given structures [e.g. 8].
Chosen framework and methods
Based on our taxonomic review we based our four cluster
taxonomy on two frameworks [39, 40] and considered a total
of twenty one decision support methods in a four tier
classification (see Appendix 1). Literature has suggested
many more decision support methods, which, however, often
seem to be extensions, combinations or variations of others.
Here we focused on well-documented and representative
methods with good support from literature. While we
wanted to be comprehensive, the natural constraint we faced
was the limited length of the research instrument. Some
methods overlap and can be attributed to different classes of
methods, such as the Balanced Scorecard approach that
could be classified as multi-criteria approach as well as
strategic method. The strategic category relies on methods
that are useful for long-term planning analysing strategic
value and risks without the necessity to assess short term
impacts [15, 18, 34]. The fourth category of portfolio
methods supports an integrated and broad view of what is to
be evaluated and places investment projects or already
existing IT-services into a multi-segment graphical
representation [3, 52]. The financial category consists of
quantitative financial approaches, such as Discounted CashFlow and Return on Investment considerations. Table A1 in
the Appendix briefly introduces each selected method and
refers to literature for a more detailed description.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Survey design
The sampling frame for the empirical survey consisted of
850 randomly selected companies from the industryindependent target population defined as all enterprises in
Austria with a reported last year’s total balance sheet total of
over € 5 million. We chose to use the Amadeus Database
containing financial information on 7 million public and
private companies in 38 European countries [12], which
supplied as with representative and extensive list with
contact information for the sampling procedure. The
questionnaire was administered to managers in a multistaged procedure, who had to be an “IT-decision maker or a
person that has decision making authority concerning ITinvestments”, a statement used as a prelude. Depending on
the structure and size of the company, this can as well be an
IT manager as well as a general manager. All companies
were initially contacted by phone and invited for
participation. Only those who indicated their interest
received the link and an email for participation. This
procedure was necessary to comply with the Austrian
telecommunication law on bulk-Emails prohibiting
invitations to more than 50 companies per Email. As an
incentive companies were offered the study results, to be
informed about new developments in decision making and
experimental case studies in their firms. We conducted three
rounds of iterative pre-testing each composed of a review by
respondents and after implementation of the changes an
academic review resulting in eventual changes to almost all
elements of the instrument.
Sample properties
The field work was concluded with a number of 114
completed questionnaires which corresponds to net return
quota of 14.5% considering neutral dropouts (63
companies). Neutral dropouts that do not decrease the return
quote refer to companies that could not be contacted because
they ceased to exist or closed their business, or because the
address was incorrect and they could not be found. Nonresponse bias analysis considered potential respondents and
definite non-respondents and three characteristics: The
number of employee; operating revenue; and total assets.
Statistical analysis revealed no evidence for response-bias.
We also tested for Common Method Variance (CMV) and
did not find either a single factor or a general factor
accounting for the majority of covariance among measures
[37]. An aggregation of the industry sectors according to
NACE, the Statistical Classification of Economic Activities
in the European Community [16] to four groups leads a
distribution of 54% of the respondents in any service
industry, 26% in industry, 11% in public administration and
9% in commerce and trade.
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Table 1

Managerial roles of respondents

Table 3

Multi-criteria methods

Respondent title

Valid N

%

Level of
diffusion

AHP

BSC

IE

KUF

URM

"Siesta"

Top Management (Non-IT)

28

27

known (abs.)

24

67

19

3

61

6

Top Management (IT)

36

34

Used (abs.)

6

27

4

1

18

2

Middle Management (Non-IT)

14

13

known (%)

21

59

17

3

54

5

Middle Management (IT)

26

25

used (%)

5

24

4

1

16

2

Other

1

1

Non known

8

Total

114

We regard the aim of the survey to reach top management
with decision competencies on IT as almost accomplished.
Of course the respondent title does not deliver exact
information about the competencies and the organizational
structure of the respondent’s company, but distribution of
the respondents is similar to other studies, that report 32.3%
of respondents being a “Head of the IT Department” [55]
compared to 34% Top IT managers in this study.
Table 2

Geographical scope of respondents

Company scope

Valid N

%

Local

4

4

Regional

17

15

Austrian wide

40

36

European

30

27

Global

20

18

Total

111

Financial methods of investment appraisal
The diffusion of financial methods exceeds the diffusion of
all other approaches. 75% of all surveyed companies use any
kind of financial investment appraisal methods. Although
much attention is paid to Real Options in theory, the
diffusion in practice is minimal. The most often used tools,
are the static investment appraisal payback period (46%) and
the Return on investment (45%) methods. The net present
value is only used by 38% of companies. However, most of
the companies that use financial investment appraisal
methods, do not rely on a single method, but often use more
than one. The diffusion-infusion gap is not significant here,
as 90% of the managers are aware of financial methods and
about 75% actually apply those in practice.
Table 4

Financial methods

Level of
diffusion

Cost / Benefit
Analyses

DCF / Internal Rate of
NPV Return

Payback /
Breakeven

known (abs.)

69

71

54

81

used (abs.)

50

43

20

53

known (%)

61

62

47

71

used (%)

As Table 2 shows 36% of the respondents argued to operate
within Austria only, while 27% do business in Europe and
18% worldwide.
DIFFUSION AND INFUSION OF IT APPRAISAL
METHODS
Next, we will show results concerning diffusion and infusion
for each category of the model in turn.
Multi-criteria methods
The diffusion of multi-criteria supporting methods for ITinvestment decisions is at 33%, where the biggest
contribution comes from the usage of the Balanced
Scorecard (24%), which again could also be seen as a
strategic decision support tool rather than a multi-criteria
approach, depending on the viewpoint. To some extent the
Utility Analyses (16%) is also known among Austrian
companies. In general multi-criteria methods are not widely
spread for supporting IT-decisions. Interestingly, taken
together 72% of businesses know at least one multi-criteria
method, but only 34% apply at least one method. In our
view this is a large gap between diffusion and infusion
corresponding to actual use.

44

38

18

46

Real options

ROI

ROM

TCO

known (abs.)

20

72

21

65

used (abs.)

2

51

1

38

known (%)

18

63

18

57

used (%)

2

45

1

33

Strategic and analytical techniques
Any kind of strategic or analytical technique is known by
63% of the firms and at least one method is used by 42% of
Austrian companies. While decision trees are known by half
of the decision takers, only 17% actually use them. SWOTanalysis is used by 36%.
Table 5

Strategic and analytical techniques

Level of diffusion CSF

Decision Trees

SWOT

Scenario
Technique

known (abs.)

57

66

43

46

used (abs.)

27

19

41

27

known (%)

40

50

58

38

used (%)

24

17

36

24

Portfolio methods
Portfolio methods to support decision making for ITdecisions are not widely diffused. Only 11% of Austrian
companies use any of the proposed portfolio methods, while
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37% are knowledge about at least one technique out of this
class of methods.
Table 6

Portfolio methods

Level of diffusion

Bedell's
method

Investment
Mapping

Investment Portfolio

known (abs.)

14

23

32

used (abs.)

3

6

7

known (%)

12

20

28

used (%)

3

5

6

Overall method infusion
The data revealed that 22% of the surveyed companies do
not adopt any method at all, 25% only adopt methods from
one of the proposed categories, 28% of two categories and
21% of organisations use methods from three categories and
4% of Austrian companies consider methods from all four
different categories. This means that the majority of
decisions were supported with at least 2 different methods.
Compared with a comparable previous evaluation study in
the context of ERP, method knowledge and application in
practice has improved only in terms of non-financial
investment method categories [7].
Table 7

Overall method infusion

No. of used method categories Total

%

0

25

22

1

28

25

2

32

28

3

24

21

4

5

4

Decision support systems and frameworks
The usage of decision support systems (DSS) and
standardized decision support framework with prescriptive
processes across the companies that took part in the survey
is very limited. While 107 respondents gave an answer on
whether they would use either a decision support system or
any kind of standardized decision support process, only
14%, respectively 21% apply either of them and only 6%
apply both.
Table 8

DSS and frameworks

Usage of …

Total

%

Decision Support System

16

14

Standardized DS Framework/Process

25

22

Both

6

5

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Evaluation of e-Business transformations currently is a
major issue for both management and academics. This paper
has introduced and defined approaches and methods used in
IT investment evaluation with links into literature, which
would give further insights into their application [e.g. 20, 27,
38, 40]. While these sources are relevant and insightful, they
generally lack a comparative empirical investigation
showing if they are known and used for e-Business
decisions. We specifically add to current literature by
reporting on current infusion and diffusion rates of methods.
We also show that decision makers are gaining more
information about methods but are not equally applying their
knowledge in practice. We concluded with a link into
Decision Support Systems and Frameworks showing that
evaluation methods are often not combined with neither. We
observed a noticeable gap between levels of diffusion
(known) and infusion (used) of evaluation methods, which
adds more differentiation to Smithson and Serafeimidis’ [48]
statement about gaps between academic theories,
commercially available methodologies and actual evaluation
practice within organizations. Compared to prior research
[7] it seems that diffusion and infusion of more
comprehensive and non-financial investment evaluation
methods have increased over time. While multi-criteria
decision making, and strategic and analytical techniques take
a more important role in empirical IT decision processes,
portfolio methods are still relatively less known and applied.
A good level of inclusion of strategic and analytical
techniques hint at a clearer examination of strategic value of
IT, a long voiced academic prescription for IT evaluation
practice [e.g. 15]. About a third of the IT assessments relied
on multi-criteria methods, which promise a more holistic
view and allow for a more systematic treatment of intangible
benefits, another popular prescription from academia [e.g.
10, 54]. A broad assessment of what is to be evaluated called
for by e.g. Ward [52] through using Portfolio methods seems
to be largely missing in practice. There remains a clear
emphasis on tangible costs, benefits and risks reflected by
the highlighted choice and application of financial methods,
which is consistent with literature [35]. The considerable
gaps between diffusion and infusion rates in particular with
regard to non standard financial investment analysis indicate
that managers in practice seem to be aware of these methods
but may have difficulties or reservations in applying them.
This would warrant renewed attention to the role of
organisational change in evaluation practice [45, 49], and
organisational learning in the context of contemporary
dynamic IT capability views [14].
Future research will aim at connecting the use of the
methods with project effectiveness of and more extensively
look at combined multiple method approaches in
transformational IT evaluations. It is important to know
which methods or combinations thereof increase satisfaction
and efficiency levels. Contemporary studies call for
methodological pluralism and normative standardisation
[e.g. 6, 28]. Based on our findings presented in this paper
future research should place an emphasis not only on new
method development but also on how existing approaches
can be used and combined in evaluation practice to
complement the continuing trend of dominantly applied
standard financial investment techniques in IT evaluation.
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APPENDIX
Table A1 Descriptions of considered methods
Method and
supporting
references

Analytical
Hierarchy
Process (AHP)
[42, 43]

Balanced
Scorecard
(BSC) [29]

Information
Economics (IE)
[36]

Kobler Unit
Framework
(KUF) [23]

Utility Ranking
Method (URM)
[54]

Strategic
Investment
Evaluation and
Selection Tool
Amsterdam
(Siesta) [26]
Cost/Benefit
Analyses
(CBA) [33]
Net Present
Value (NPV),
Internal rate of
return (IRR),
Payback
method [e.g.
21]

Return on
Investment
(ROI) [e.g. 21]

Description
AHP is a process oriented multi-criteria approach
relying on pair wise comparisons for all criteria and
alternatives on pre-defined scales, which can be used
to derive weights and utilities for single elements in a
mathematical procedure such as the Eigenvector
method. Consistency tests can be used to validate the
estimated comparison matrices. The process spares
the need for absolute measurements and subsequent
scale transformations, and the problematic absolute
estimation of attribute weight.
A BSC seeks to derive a structured scorecard of key
performance indicators from a strategic viewpoint.
These indicators can be aligned along the original
four different perspectives: financial; internal
business processes; learning and growth; and
customer. In addition the BSC also features a causeand-effect diagram, which displays antecedents and
consequences of targets while connecting different
perspectives of the scorecard with each other. It
should be noted that the method can also be classified
as a strategic instrument, rather than a multi-criteria
approach.
The IE approach was explicitly developed to evaluate
IT-investments and essentially states that the value of
an IT-investment is a sum of an enhanced Return on
investment
(improved
operations,
increased
productivity, etc.), a business domain assessment
(competitive advantages, management information,
etc.) and a technology assessment (alignment with ISstrategy, risk measures for the project, etc.). To
exercise this method weights for each factor are
assigned and each factor from each alternative
receives a value between 0 and 5 based on either ROI
or management judgement. Factor values are
multiplied with weights and summed up. Information
Economics also features risk-related measures to
assess the overall risk of each alternative.
The KUF consists of four sequential stages
comprising evaluating an investment against a
checklist of critical success factors, estimating costs,
evaluating business performance indicators and
comparing relative benefits of alternatives. As in
other multi-criteria approaches a decision is made
based on weighted criteria.
URM is rather broadly defined instrument composed
of a set of alternatives, a set of criteria derived from
defined targets, weights for each criteria and
estimates reflecting how well an alternative performs
relating to each criterion. Different aggregation
methods are known to estimate a super scale used to
rank the alternatives such as the weighted sum
approach.
The Siesta method features 20 criteria and strongly
relies on the use of questionnaires and software to
analyse the results. Similar to Information Economics
the Siesta method is composed of domains (business
and technological) and moreover three levels of
decision making with a strong focus on strategic
alignment.
CBA is a decision making approach that compares
the total costs against the total benefits expected from
the investment alternative.
The cash flows should take the time value of money
into account, which is the basic principle of most
standard financial investment analyses methods such
as for the NPV method where future cash flows are
discounted based on a pre-defined discount rate. The
IRR keeps the NPV at zero while establishing the
according discount rate. The Payback Period looks
for the break-even point of the investment.

Real Options
(RO) [2]

Total Cost of
Ownership
(TCO) [31]
Critical
Success Factors
(CSFs) [13]

Decision trees
[51]

Strengths,
Weaknesses,
Opportunities
and Threats
(SWOT)
analysis [22]
Scenario
technique (ST)
[5, 44]
The Return on
Management
(ROM) [47]

Bedell’s
method (BM)
[4]

Investment
mapping (IM)
[40]

Investment
Portfolio (IP)
[40]

Other financial performance measures include the
ROI which in most forms compares investment
returns and costs by constructing a ratio, which
includes the total negative and the total positive cash
flows.
RO are taking ideas from the world of financial
options used in combination with the net present
value to take managerial flexibility of investments
into account. The NPV is enhanced with the values of
managerial options.
The TCO approach was originally developed to
measure the total costs of an infrastructure and
considers all direct as well as indirect costs of an
investment over its whole life cycle.
The concept of CSFs in appraisals defines aspects
vital for a company’s success in light of the
investment, which are no measures but rather activity
statements.
Decision trees use tree-like structure to display
different alternative pathways of a decision using
different types of nodes and information. The
classical decision tree method assumes the future
outcomes with discrete random variables and known
probability functions. Input from other methods such
as NPVs can be used. It supports different selection
rules to arrive at an alternative selection
SWOT analysis is a widely applicable evaluation tool
specifying the objective of the investment and
identifying the internal and external factors that can
be connected with that objective in each of the four
areas.
The ST is based on the development of scenarios for
a company’s external environments. During the
process scopes of planning possible forecasts and
their impacts on the decision outcome are examined.
ROM is the ratio of productive organizational energy
release divided by management time and attention
invested. It is a directional and qualitative metric of
the payback from manager’s time and attention.
BM is a characteristic method for portfolio analysis
that explicitly deals with IT decision making
balancing effectiveness and importance of IT. The
assessment is based on the activities and processes
that the IT solution supports and in the original
method covers four variables for effectiveness issues
and five determining importance. As a portfolio
method the contributions of alternatives are visualised
in a two dimensional portfolio.
IM displays the investment orientation and the
benefits of the investment in a portfolio. The
investment orientation covers infrastructure, business
operations and market impact. The benefits are
decomposed into enhancing productivity, risk
minimization and business expansion.
The IP evaluates IS-investment alternatives against
their contribution to the business domain, their
contribution to the technology domain and the
financial consequences of the alternatives drawing on
NPV. The contributions to the business and
technology domains represent the axis of the
portfolio, while the NPV is represented by the size of
the circle.
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